 Judge postpones Castle members' first hearing

By CHRISTINE LUTTON

The preliminary hearing for the first of two Pennsylvania fraternity members charged with kidnapping was postponed yesterday after a successful defense attorney argued that the judge did not have jurisdiction to hear the case. The defense attorney, Robert Winikoff, presented evidence showing that the judge did not have jurisdiction to hear the case. The defense argued that the U.S. Constitution prohibits the trial of two men in the same case in two different courts. The judge agreed and postponed the hearing to a later date.

Walnut Street bridge schedule to reopen in 2 months

The Walnut Street bridge, which was closed for repairs last week, will reopen in two months. The bridge was closed for repairs due to damage caused by a truck that became stuck on the bridge. The bridge is expected to be fully repaired and reopened in two months.

Student robbed at knife-point on 36th

By CHRISTINE LUTTON

A University of Pennsylvania student was robbed at knife-point on 36th Street. The victim, a 20-year-old woman, was approached by three men who demanded her wallet and other belongings. She handed over her wallet and other belongings, and the men fled.

Activist hospitalized after night in jail

By JEREMY SELWYN

The activist who was arrested last week for participating in a protest was hospitalized after spending the night in jail. The activist, who was charged with disorderly conduct, was taken to the hospital after he complained of feeling ill.

Walnut MBA students denounce cuts in finance

By ANDREW LIBBY

A University of Pennsylvania MBA student was denouncing the cuts in finance. The student, who was a member of the finance club, was upset with the cuts and decided to speak out.

Some ‘hot jobs’ find seniors

By ANDREW LIBBY

A high school senior was discussing the ‘hot jobs’ that are available for seniors. The student, who was a member of the guidance council, was discussing the career options available for seniors.
Sorority hopes to “School America”

By ANDREW CARD

Delta Sigma Theta sorority members are trying to “School America” with a sorority-owned television station that will soon be on campus and across the city.

As part of their national literacy campaign, the sorority will be launching a television station to improve literacy rates.

The group also collected over 100 books for Mayor William Green’s Literacy on Campus, offering pick-up drop-off points on campus in downtown at Drexel and Villanova Universities.

And the sorority also sponsored an essay contest for Philadelphia area high school students. Students were asked to write about why they are concerned about the problem. The community. The sorority will award first place to the essay, and second and third place to the essay of the second and third place.

The program in the 30th anniversary of the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, which will begin next month on the annual Black Greek week at the annual Black Greek week at the annual Black Greek week.

Delta Sigma Theta member Linda Guglielmo and last week at the meeting was the foundation of the sorority’s book collection on the black experience, and to encourage students to see the collection.

“Many students don’t know there is a collection,” she said.

Griggs said that the university libraries need to update collections of the library and resources, adding that Drexel and Villanova universities do not have collections. She said she would go toward starting them.

Delta Sigma Theta member Cassandra Alexander said the club, which was founded last week when she will give WXPN a list of books to buy on WXPN’s “Reading List”. The will include books about black women’s history, South Africa, books of Marius Marceau’s ideas, and books in religion, politics, and history.
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The Writing Advisors are part of Writing Across the University

CPS... A collection of ideas...
I. A spicy first-person narrative from Afrique, and dynamics on national and international politics. Moore lived and worked in Africa for University of Paris 7, France and specializes in the study of the impact of racial and ethnic relations in the 20th century.

II. CASTRO, THE BLACKS AND AFRICA
“His brave analysis of racism in Cuba throws light on the condition of racism everywhere in the world.” — Moya Angelou

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1990 • 4PM
BEN FRANKLIN ROOM • HOUSTON HALL
3417 SPRUCE STREET

Carlos Moore left his native Cuba in 1963. He holds two doctoral degrees from the University of Paris—7, France and specializes in the study of the impact of racial and ethnic relations in the 20th century.

The Afro-American Studies Program of the University of Pennsylvania invites you to attend a public lecture by

CARLOS MOORE
author and ethnologist

$118 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines. Not just a great price. It's a great experience.

Only for student American Express Cardmembers.

Apply for the American Express Card. Then get ready to take off. In search of adventure, action—or just plain escape. American Express and Northwest Airlines have arranged these extraordinary travel privileges on Northwest exclusively for student Cardmembers:

- 5,000 Bonus miles for the purchase of two roundtrip tickets—so many of the more than 180 cities in the contiguous United States served by Northwest. Each certificate is good for a six-month period, and they will arrive within six weeks after you receive your Card. Current Cardmembers will automatically receive their $100 certificates in March 1990 provided they are still full-time students.*

- Up to any Northwest flight—with your own personalized discount card valid through January 1991 on all Northwest and Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount is not applicable to the $118 student certificates and other certificates for promotional or status specials.)

- Call 800-942-AMEX and talk to us. We’ll take your application and begin to process it immediately. (If you have your banking information handy, like your account number and bank address, it will help speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic Acceptance Program makes it easier for you to buy a ticket, and if you do it now, as a student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a Cardmember you’ll enjoy all the exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect from American Express.

So don’t miss out on a world of great experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for the Card. And start packing!

In Brief
Clemente lawyer to speak Monday
A lawyer for accused drug dealer Christopher Clemente will speak in class Monday week in meet with student, Business Student Government President Steven Brown and Professor Peter Spiegel.

The lecture will be held on Monday at 2 p.m. in the UGA Lecture Hall. It will be free to the public and how few but his famil
tuation can be helped by the University community." Brown said.

Spiegel told the court that the BSL has started a fund drive to help raise Clemente’s bail, which is currently $75,000.

Clemente was arrested by police in General for the sale and distribution of drugs.

Read the ‘DP’
It’ll make your day!
"Without Precedence" has it all

By CARLE FEITLER

From 4:30 to 6:30 P.M., style is character pieces from three styles of dance. Mr. Feitler, who witnessed the show without precedents, which opened last night at the Annenberg School Theatre. Tickets through Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Annenberg School Theatre. Tickets are on sale on Locust Walk and at the door.

The Dance Company's show opened to a wildly enthusiastic crowd who observed the dancers and showed their appreciation for the hours of practice that were evident in number after number. Without Precedence offered a sampling of almost every style of dance. Filling last night's show "Tap, Rumba" all combined for a wonderful evening of dance during last night's show. "Without Precedance" has it all in number after number. The hours of practice that were evident showed their appreciation for the choreographers' ideas.

In stark contrast to the Spanish stylings of "I.L.T.F." by College University graduate David France, Wuethrich's "With Joy Beyond," a ballet, modern, jazz, and even tap, were the most entertaining pieces of the evening. The costs of the evening were very creative and original, providing constant surprise for the audience. The mixing, designed by College senior Eve Simon, was also very original and creative though not in any way distracting at times, but it was changed constantly to compliment the choreographers' ideas. Without Precedence will run through Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Annenberg School Theatre. Tickets are on sale on Locust Walk and at the door.

The costumes throughout the evening were very creative and original, providing constant surprise for the audience. The mixing, designed by College senior Eve Simon, was also very original and creative though not distracting at times, but it was changed constantly to compliment the choreographers' ideas. Without Precedence will run through Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Annenberg School Theatre. Tickets are on sale on Locust Walk and at the door.

"Without Precedance" was beautifully performed by Caulfield, College senior Jennifer Walker, and "I.L.T.F." by College University graduate David France. The costumes throughout the evening were very creative and original, providing constant surprise for the audience. The mixing, designed by College senior Eve Simon, was also very original and creative though not distracting at times, but it was changed constantly to compliment the choreographers' ideas. Without Precedence will run through Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Annenberg School Theatre. Tickets are on sale on Locust Walk and at the door.

The Dancing Company's show opened to a wildly enthusiastic crowd who observed the dancers and showed their appreciation for the hours of practice that were evident in number after number. Without Precedence offered a sampling of almost every style of dance. Filling last night's show "Tap, Rumba" all combined for a wonderful evening of dance during last night's show. "Without Precedance" has it all in number after number. The hours of practice that were evident showed their appreciation for the choreographers' ideas.

In stark contrast to the Spanish stylings of "I.L.T.F." by College University graduate David France, Wuethrich's "With Joy Beyond," a ballet, modern, jazz, and even tap, were the most entertaining pieces of the evening. The costs of the evening were very creative and original, providing constant surprise for the audience. The mixing, designed by College senior Eve Simon, was also very original and creative though not distracting at times, but it was changed constantly to compliment the choreographers' ideas. Without Precedence will run through Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Annenberg School Theatre. Tickets are on sale on Locust Walk and at the door.
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Irreconcilable Differences

By Maurice Henderson

While many African-Americans through the years have called for a Black History Month, they have yet to secure its recognition. In fact, just last year, the Pennsylvanian itself celebrated Black History Month, but instead of recognizing its significance, the newspaper decided to retitle and excuse the month to support the Negro History Week. This action obviously angered several coalition-building and lobbying groups who demanded that this month be retitled and restored to its original name.

This is the only time to remember a hard-won struggle for freedom by Africans at home and abroad. The month should not be used to celebrate a social/political cause, or to spread paranoia of Jews, which stresses the establishment of holidays and cultural events.

Kwanzaa holiday, which stresses unity in 1964.

Other notable and memorable holidays identified by the National Black Coalition of Coalition Building and Lobbying Groups are Black History Month, established in February in 1975.

Why the Call for a Black History Month

In 1969, $15,000 was raised to establish a national Black History Month, called "America's Negro History Month," and in 1970 it was officially organized for African-Americans. The first African-American president was elected in 1972, and the National Black Coalition was formed in 1973.

The call for a Black History Month was initiated in 1970, when then-president Richard Nixon declared the month, and the National Black Coalition was formed in 1973.

As the activities and events continued to increase, more and more attention was being paid to the month. In 1972, the United States Congress passed a resolution recognizing the month as a national observance.

By 1975, the National Black Coalition had become the largest organization in the United States to be recognized by the federal government.

The first Black History Month was celebrated on February 1, 1973, with a speech by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on February 15, 1973.

"Even with the dedication of every day in February to an African-American hero or heroine in a social or political cause, it would still not allow sufficient time to preserve the contributions of African Americans. The experience need not be taken to mean that this month is not needed. It is also important to recognize that this month has been the celebration of holidays and cultural events during other months throughout the year.

The spiritual and non-religious promotes the idea that Black History Month is a celebration of culture and heritage. It is the month that celebrates the contributions of African Americans to the fabric of American society.

Of course, I don't claim to have the only possible solution. But it does allow for the celebration of African-American contributions to the nation, and it should not be permitted to be used for any other purpose.

Maurice Henderson is a graduate student in the Department of African-American Studies. He is a member of the National Black Coalition and the National Black Studies Association.

Dining Disservice

Dining Services made a lot of no- se last year, but the public by the time they found that it was not going to be any better.

For the editor, Dining Services has been trying to make the situation better for the last few years. But it is not easy to keep their promise. After all, the students are experiencing a lot of inconvenience.

Cutler said he would re-evaluate the problems after the first few plans are in place. He didn't want to hear any complaints now. But he did say that the students had to be patient, and that they would be handled in a fair and just manner.

The wheels of change move slowly, but they are moving.

Lauren Shahman is a College junior and was a staff writer for The Daily Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania Daily News appears alternate Fridays.

Letters to the Editor

Follow Up

Regarding the article which focused on the situation of the dining services, I would like to add a few points.

First, I would like to say that I agree with the writer's comments on the poor quality of the food. However, I would like to point out that I have had better experiences at other dining services, and I believe that the situation at Dining Services could be improved.

Second, I would like to mention that I have had many complaints about the lack of variety in the food offered at Dining Services.

Finally, I would like to suggest that Dining Services should consider offering more vegan and vegetarian options, as I believe that this would be a step in the right direction.

Thank you for the free advertising, but I do not believe that it is the only way to get my point across.

STEPHANIE KREBSER
Co-Chair, Cooperative Business

Mishandled Case

To the Editor:

We are writing in regards to the recent events that have occurred on campus.

We are concerned about the handling of the situation by Dining Services. We believe that the situation could have been handled more effectively.

For example, we believe that Dining Services should have provided more information to the students about the situation. It is important for the students to be informed about what is happening on campus.

Furthermore, we believe that Dining Services should have taken more action to address the situation. We believe that the situation could have been resolved more quickly if Dining Services had taken more action.

We appreciate your attention to this matter, and we hope that Dining Services will take the necessary steps to address the situation.

Thank you for your attention.

KENNY TANENBAUM
College '90

Jennifer Williams
Business Venture Committee

Double Bind

To the Editor:

We are writing in regards to the situation on campus.

We believe that the situation could have been handled more effectively.

For example, we believe that the administration should have provided more information to the students about the situation. It is important for the students to be informed about what is happening on campus.

Furthermore, we believe that the administration should have taken more action to address the situation. We believe that the situation could have been resolved more quickly if the administration had taken more action.

We appreciate your attention to this matter, and we hope that the administration will take the necessary steps to address the situation.

Thank you for your attention.

KIM TANENBAUM
College '90

RALPH WHITAKER
Business Venture Committee
HUP could lose state funds

JOBS, from page 1

Recent efforts on fewer schools, "we don't get cut."

Recruiters are in full gear

JOBS, from page 1

AIDS, tuberculosis, meningitis and whooping cough...and many more.

Lawyer speaks on abortion

SPRECH, from page 4

She said the added stress that newborns can cause may have overruled the "sickness" and improved the outcome for the patient and the medical team.

The First and Only Indoor Miniature Golf Course & Sandwich Bar In Philadelphia.
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For $39.89

HUP could lose state funds

HUP: From page 1

Huntington said that he was surprised to learn that police did not allow Winikoff to call his lawyer. Winikoff was held.

Activist taken to hospital

ACTIVITY, from page 1

Rose said that companies are in- 

Recreators are in full gear
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HUP could lose state funds
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The First and Only Indoor Miniature Golf Course & Sandwich Bar

OLDE CITY GOLF CLUB

Seventh And Fairfield

Between Market and Arch • 592-1011

Opening Friday, February 16

18 holes.

Chickens Fingers.

Red, Green, and Blue Balls.

Dog Legs.

Smoothies. Wishing Wells.

Birdies.

Sea Gulls.

Buffalo Wings.

And more fun than you've had in a long time.

The First And Only Indoor Miniature Golf Course & Sandwich Bar

In Philadelphia.
D.C. Mayor indicted on 8 charges

WASHINGTON—Mayor Marion Barry was indicted yesterday on eight charges of possessing crack cocaine and lying repeatedly to a federal grand jury questioning him about drug use. "I know that when a trial is held I will be exonerated," Barry declared.

Barry was undergoing treatment at a Florida alcohol-abuse clinic when the indictment was returned. He pleaded not guilty to the charges. He faces up to 10 years in prison and a $1 million fine if convicted.

Barry's lawyer, Kenneth Mundy, 8 charges indicted on Barry administration. "The indictment represents a continuation of the political leveling and re- coercion that the Justice Department is using to destroy me and the Barry administration," Mundy said.

Barry said he had no plans to resign, but Mundy said Barry would return from Florida for arraignment within 10 days and plead not guilty.

Shadowy Figure

A student and his shadow walk across Superbowl Monday, when the sun was shining. Today's forecast is for clouds, but temperatures are expected to soar near 70 degrees.

Four presidents forge 'anti-drug cartel' at summit

CARAGENA, Colombia—President Bush and three Latin American leaders concluded a tense summit under an air of tact and secrecy Sunday, forging a anti-drug cartel. Bush called the summit an "ice-breaking" event. He vowed to step up attempts to curtail the de- mand for narcotics at home, saying that the summit was "the first step in that journey" that more needs to be done.

Bush's approach to the summit with Bush and President Virginia Barco of Columbia, President Prezioso at Bolivia and Alan Garcia apparently ruled out the use of U.S. military force in the Andean region. "Each country may involve its armed forces in this fight within its own national territory," said.

In their meeting, they steered away from some of the most controversial drug initiatives, such as the idea of a naval task force in Colum- bia, and closed the door to strong American pressure. That helped keep the meeting from descending into dis- cussions.

Extraordinary security precau- tions were taken to protect Bush and his Cabinet-level partners, with some 3000 uniformed troops watch- ing over the proceedings. Battle- ships prevented an imposing force of 1000 army troops from parking off shore and helicopter gunships presented an imposing force over the proceedings. Battle- ships prevented an imposing force of 1000 army troops from parking off shore and helicopter gunships presented an imposing force over the proceedings.

The verbal brawl in Parliament gave West German critics a preview of what is likely to be a bitter struggle for West German elections in December, and the pro-government result will play a role in the election.

Mandela: gov't facilities are targets

Mandela: gov't facilities are targets

The government announced that 1000 army troops would be deployed in South Africa and that the government would take the lead in its own defense.

The Viet Cong and the government yesterday his guerrilla movement considers govern- ment facilities legitimate targets and will continue to launch attacks against them.

The developments mark a major change in the two military alliances, including 43,000 troops in South Korea.

Cheney and South Korean officials agreed yesterday his guerrilla movement considers govern- ment facilities legitimate targets and will continue to launch attacks against them.

The developments mark a major change in the two military alliances, including 43,000 troops in South Korea. The Viet Cong and the government yesterday his guerrilla movement considers govern- ment facilities legitimate targets and will continue to launch attacks against them.
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Penn Weekend

M. Swim to battle Harvard

From page 12

DEPOT, from page 12

Bill Thompson, one of the Quakers' strongest and most consistent swimmers, will have to swim in the 200-yard backstroke. However any of the other seniors who are capable of running faster than they have been, and we really need good times for the

Thompson, who did much of his swimming earlier in the season, has already qualified for the NCAA championships in the 200-yard breaststroke. Since Thompson has a season best time of 2:05.3 for the 200 back, the Quakers will be running in the 2000 meters relay.

Most of the events at the Harvard meet have a fast, middle

Quaker Oats

NICE — no kidding. Once again you come to visit the

In the six back (G.21), but two of the better times in the event are

by 15. But late in the season the Harvard swimmers, including Paul Watson has already qualified for the NCAA's in three different events. The Quakers will be running in the 200 back and 200 breaststroke.

Shaquline — is it Lsu 'du number two this week. This

from $29

with coupon

from $59

with coupon

EYEGLASSES

COMPLETE FRAME, LENS AND EYE EXAM. S.V.

Hundreds of Frames to choose from at this price.

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

LIMIT ONE PAIR

Introductory Offer includes: Examination, Fitting by a Doctor of Optometry, Deluxe Care Kit and Follow-up Care.

EXTENDED WEAR CONTACTS

TINTED & ASTRIGMIC CONTACTS

Introductory Offer. Fitting by Doctor of Optometry, Deluxe Care Kit and Follow-up Care.

REVO, OAKLEY, RAY-BAN, BOLLE

VAURNET, PORSCHE CARRERA

PERSONAL PHANTOM SUNISHADES

Eyeglass Encounters

PROFESSIONAL CONTACT LENS CENTERS

1937 Chestnut St. 3426 Sansom St.

Philly's #1 Hoagie

Penn's #1 Tuna Hoagie

We deliver all day

4034 Walnut 387-0905

Creative Artists Network

Representatives from the Philadelphia arts community will talk with Fine Arts students.

Spokesman: John Bensel, Director. Creative Artists Network. Mr. Bensel will discuss the activities of the Creative Artists Network (CAN) as it begins an information campaign to encourage federal cutbacks.

How to approach publicity: how to avoid tabindex support - services to artists.

Next group of talks will be a series of classes in New York City on art and business. All sessions are open to the public.

Tuesday, February 19, 1990

Smith Pavilion Room, Houston Hall

Call 1-800-228-4NYU Ext. 775
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Most of the events at the Harvard meet have a fast, middle

Quaker Oats

NICE — no kidding. Once again you come to visit the

In the six back (G.21), but two of the better times in the event are

by 15. But late in the season the Harvard swimmers, including Paul Watson has already qualified for the NCAA's in three different events. The Quakers will be running in the 200 back and 200 breaststroke.

Shaquline — is it Lsu 'du number two this week. This
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EYEGLASSES

COMPLETE FRAME, LENS AND EYE EXAM. S.V.

Hundreds of Frames to choose from at this price.

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

LIMIT ONE PAIR

Introductory Offer includes: Examination, Fitting by a Doctor of Optometry, Deluxe Care Kit and Follow-up Care.

EXTENDED WEAR CONTACTS

TINTED & ASTRIGMIC CONTACTS

Introductory Offer. Fitting by Doctor of Optometry, Deluxe Care Kit and Follow-up Care.
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VAURNET, PORSCHE CARRERA
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1937 Chestnut St. 3426 Sansom St.
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Creative Artists Network

Representatives from the Philadelphia arts community will talk with Fine Arts students.

Spokesman: John Bensel, Director. Creative Artists Network. Mr. Bensel will discuss the activities of the Creative Artists Network (CAN) as it begins an information campaign to encourage federal cutbacks.

How to approach publicity: how to avoid tabindex support - services to artists.

Next group of talks will be a series of classes in New York City on art and business. All sessions are open to the public.

Tuesday, February 19, 1990

Smith Pavilion Room, Houston Hall

Call 1-800-228-4NYU Ext. 775
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The early bird gets the best nest.

Guide to finding great off campus housing:
1. Start looking early
2. Visit Campus Apartments

Campus Apartments has the finest selection of off campus housing. Early birds get to live in them.

- Eff. one. two, three, and up to four bedroom apartments rental offer locations around campus.

Penn Consumer Board Approved leases.

OPEN: M - F 9:00 am - 7:00 pm
Sat. 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

CAMPUS APARTMENTS

382-1300
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

NBA

Eastern Conference

Atlantic Division

New York

Boston

Chicago

Indiana

Toronto

Philadelphia

Charlotte

Central Division

Detroit

Orlando

Milwaukee

Miami

Washington

Cleveland

Pittsburgh

CAMPBELL CONFERENCE

North Carolina

Georgia Tech

Georgia

Louisville

Syracuse

SOUTH CONFERENCE

Florida State

Miami

Florida

Virginia Tech

Virginia

WAKE FOREST CONFERENCE

Wake Forest

North Carolina Central

HIGH POINT CONFERENCE

High Point

Bowie State

Seton Hall

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE

Tulane

Georgia Southern

Georgia State

Louisiana State

Louisiana Tech

MID-AMERICA CONFERENCE

Indiana State

Western Illinois

Illinois State

Central Illinois

Central Missouri

CENTRAL DIVISION

Detroit

Ohio State

Pittsburgh

Purdue

Miami (Ohio)

Central Michigan

Southeast Michigan

THE PRINCETON REVIEW, the nation's most prestigious test-prep group is
offering FREE help to high school seniors planning on applying to
college. The Princeton Review will explain the college admissions
process, answer questions about the application process, and help
students make the most of their college search. The only cost is$15.00
per person, but students can apply for financial aid. Sign up today and
be ready to get into the schools of your choice. Call Brian DeNigris at
(609) 429-4601 for more information.

The 6-foot 200-pound signal caller
didn't make the PCs second-team all-
campus until his senior season, but
MFI, Watts is a national champion,

The 6-foot 4-inch quarterback
had a season-high 416 yards and
helped UCLA win its fourth straight national title.

Penn will go from the rugged
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M. Hoops needs two wins and some luck
Penn must beat Yale, Brown to stay in race

By CARTER MEISELMAN

Penn State's women's basketball team must do two things in its remaining six games to stay in the hunt for the Ivy League title. The Quakers (7-4 overall, 4-2 in the Ivy) need to win two of its five remaining games to stay in the race. The team's two losses came to the Crimson last year, as the Crimson won two second-place spots. Yale (7-4, 5-1) has an advantage because of its two wins over Harvard.

At the Palates this weekend, fourth-place Penn can do its part to stay in the race by beating two of the teams ahead of it. The Crimson has lost two second-place spots and Yale (7-4, 5-1) has an advantage because of its two wins over Harvard.

"We see the inside scoring last year, it put greater demand on our outside shooters," Brown coach Mike Kuchen said. "Williams is the missing ingredient that they weren't counting on at the beginning of the year."

We don't have that one guy that stands out," Kuchen said. "Hopefully, we can complement one another."

We've had different guys step up in each game," Kuchen said. "It's been great for us."

While the Quakers can just win and hope."

Penn senior guard Paul McMahon jumps a turnover by Yale's 6-3 center Stuart Davids.

Up north, Bears and Elis lay in wait for W. Hoops this weekend

By MICHAEL MISHKIN
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M. Swimming prepares to face a shaved down Harvard squad

By ERIC GOMBERG

The Harvard men's swimming team can thank Gillette for its exciting 73-68 defeat of Princeton last week. The Crimson's 11th victory over the Tigers came after Harvard had scored 18 points in the first event, but finished second overall with 150 points to Princeton's 155.

The last Penn men's swimming team visited Harvard, for the 1980-81 Karp Champions, made a big difference with a fifth-place finish and nine second-place finishes. This time, however, the Crimson is 5-4 overall and tied for sixth place in the Ivy League.

The Crimson's 11th victory over the Tigers came after Harvard had scored 18 points in the first event, but finished second overall with 150 points to Princeton's 155.

The last Penn men's swimming team visited Harvard, for the 1980-81 Karp Champions, made a big difference with a fifth-place finish and nine second-place finishes. This time, however, the Crimson is 5-4 overall and tied for sixth place in the Ivy League.

The last Penn men's swimming team visited Harvard, for the 1980-81 Karp Champions, made a big difference with a fifth-place finish and nine second-place finishes. This time, however, the Crimson is 5-4 overall and tied for sixth place in the Ivy League.